ADVANCE INFORMATION

THE FOUR WINDS
Kristin Hannah
9781529054576

Fiction
Historical Fiction
Macmillan ǀ Rs 599 ǀ 464pp ǀ Paperback ǀ Royal
February 2, 2021

Sometimes, when I close my eyes,
I swear I can taste the dust
Texas, 1934. Elsa Martinelli has finally found the life she’d yearned for: a family, a home and a farm on the Great Plains. But when
drought threatens all that she and her community hold dear, Elsa’s world is shattered to the winds. One of the darkest periods of
the Great Depression, the Dust Bowl era, has arrived with a vengeance. Farmers are fighting to keep their land and their livelihoods
as the crops are failing, the water is drying up and dust threatens to bury them all.
Fearful of the future, when Elsa wakes to find her husband has fled, she is forced to make the most agonizing decision of her life.
Fight for the land she loves or take her beloved children, Loreda and Ant, west to California in search of a better life.
From the overriding love of a mother for her child, the value of female friendship and the ability to love again – against all odds –
Elsa’s incredible journey is a story of courage and sacrifice and what we do for the ones we love.
PRAISE FOR KRISTIN HANNAH
‘A rich, compelling novel of love, sacrifice and survival’
Kate Morton
‘Epic . . . By the end, I was surrounded by snow-drifts of tissues damp with my tears’
Washington Post
‘Movingly written and plotted with the skill of Greek tragedy’
Daily Mail

Author Bio:

Kristin Hannah is a New York Times bestselling author. She is a former lawyer turned writer and is the mother of one son. She and
her husband live in the Pacific Northwest near Seattle, and Hawaii. Her first novel published in the UK, Night Road, was one of eight
books selected for the UK’s 2011 TV Book Club Summer Read, and her novel The Nightingale was a New York Times number one
bestseller, selling almost three million copies worldwide.
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THE HIDING GAME
Naomi Wood
9781509892808

Fiction
Historical Fiction
Picador ǀ Rs 450 ǀ 352pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format
February 4, 2021

In Roaring Twenties Germany, Paul, Charlotte and Walter meet at the Bauhaus art school. The trio form a close-knit group, in which
passions and rivalries collide. But when Walter is betrayed, he makes a terrible mistake – a secret he will keep from Paul and
Charlotte for as long as he can.
As political tensions escalate and the Nazis gain power, Walter’s secret – hidden in notebooks, paintings and blueprints – ultimately
threatens the very lives of his friends, with devastating consequences.

Author Bio:

Naomi Wood is the bestselling author of The Godless Boys and the award-winning Mrs. Hemingway, which won the British Library
Writer’s Award and the Jerwood Fiction Uncovered Award. It was shortlisted for the International Dylan Thomas Prize and selected
for the Richard and Judy Book Club. Her work is available in sixteen languages. She teaches at the University of East Anglia and
lives in Norwich with her family. The Hiding Game is her third novel.
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LUSTER
Raven Leilani
9781529035995

Fiction > Literary Fiction
Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945),Ethnic
Minorities & Multicultural Studies
Picador ǀ Rs 699 ǀ 240pp ǀ TPB ǀ Royal
February 25, 2021

The New York Times Bestseller
‘A taut, sharp, funny book about being young now. It’s brutal – and brilliant.’ Zadie Smith, author
of Swing Time
‘Remarkable, the most delicious novel I’ve read.’ Candice Carty-Williams, author of Queenie
'I was blown away by this debut novel . . . It is exquisite.' Dolly Alderton, author of Ghosts
'A book of pure fineness, exceptional.' Diana Evans, Guardian
Edie is just trying to survive. She’s messing up in her dead-end admin job in her all-white office, is
sleeping with all the wrong men, and has failed at the only thing that meant anything to her, painting.
No one seems to care that she doesn’t really know what she’s doing with her life beyond looking for her
next hook-up. And then she meets Eric, a white, middle-aged archivist with a suburban family, including
a wife who has sort-of-agreed to an open marriage and an adopted black daughter who doesn’t have a
single person in her life who can show her how to do her hair. As if navigating the constantly shifting
landscape of sexual and racial politics as a young black woman wasn’t already hard enough, with
nowhere else left to go, Edie finds herself falling head-first into Eric’s home and family.
Razor sharp, provocatively page-turning and surprisingly tender, Luster by Raven Leilani is a painfully
funny debut about what it means to be young now.
Author Bio:
Raven Leilani's work has been published in Granta, McSweeney’s Quarterly Concern and The
Cut, among other publications. Leilani received her MFA from NYU and is currently the Axinn
Foundation Writer in Residence there. Luster is her first novel.
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AWAKEN THE MAGIC:
A CHILDREN OF BLOOD AND
BONE JOURNAL
Tomi Adeyemi
9781250261786

Children’s
Juvenile Non-Fiction
Henry Holt & Co ǀ Rs 1,150 ǀ 192pp ǀ Hardcover ǀ Royal
February 25, 2021
Children of Blood and Bone has become one of the most celebrated and buzzed about YA fantasy debuts. This journal expands the
world of Orïsha with a beautiful keepsake filled with inspirational quotes and designs from the novel. Fans won't want to miss this
stunning gift of a journal.

Author Bio:

Tomi Adeyemi is the #1 New York Times-bestselling Nigerian-American author of Children of Blood and Bone. After graduating
Harvard University with an honors degree in English literature, she received a fellowship to study West African mythology, religion,
and culture in Salvador, Brazil. When she’s not working on her novels or watching BTS music videos, she can be found blogging and
teaching creative writing on her website. She lives in San Diego, California.
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DISCOVER IT YOURSELF:
BATTERIES, BULBS, AND WIRES
David Glover
9780753446492

Children’s
Juvenile Non-Fiction
Kingfisher ǀ Rs 299 ǀ 32pp ǀ Paperback ǀ Other
February 4, 2021
Keen scientists can discover how magnets work, what makes a conductor or insulator and how electricity is helping environment.
After learning the essential key facts, children can find almost everything they need for the corresponding experiments around the
home, with the materials and instructions simply, safely and clearly presented. Written by David Glover, this STEM-focused book
will show readers how to levitate a paperclip, a buzzer game, an electric circuit a compass and much more.

Author Bio:
David Glover has worked as a research scientist and as a teacher of math and science. He has written bestselling maths and science
books for all ages, from elementary schoolchildren to university students, including many titles in the Discover it Yourself series. He
loves challenging puzzles and problems!
Diego Vaisberg, DGPH art director, working as designer and illustrator. Also working in product and design department for Ink-co
kids accessories brand, and professor since 2014 at Editorial design and Illustration at the Palermo University, Buenos Aires.
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DISCOVER IT YOURSELF: SOUND
AND LIGHT
David Glover
9780753446485

Children’s
Juvenile Non-Fiction
Kingfisher ǀ Rs 299 ǀ 32pp ǀ Paperback ǀ Other
February 4, 2021
Keen scientists can discover why thunder and lightning occur, how vibrations are made and who can see in the dark. After learning
the essential key facts, children can find almost everything they need for the corresponding experiments around the home, with the
materials and instructions simply, safely and clearly presented. Written by David Glover, this STEM-focused book will show readers
how to make a sound amplifier, a rainbow, a periscope, musical instruments and much more.

Author Bio:
David Glover has worked as a research scientist and as a teacher of math and science. He has written bestselling maths and science
books for all ages, from elementary schoolchildren to university students, including many titles in the Discover it Yourself series. He
loves challenging puzzles and problems!
Diego Vaisberg, DGPH art director, working as designer and illustrator. Also working in product and design department for Ink-co
kids accessories brand, and professor since 2014 at Editorial design and Illustration at the Palermo University, Buenos Aires.
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EVERLASTING NORA: A NOVEL
Marie Miranda Cruz
9780765394606

Children’s
Juvenile Fiction
Starscape ǀ Rs 550 ǀ 288pp ǀ Paperback ǀ Demy
February 25, 2021

After a family tragedy results in the loss of both father and home, 12-year-old Nora lives with her mother in Manila’s North
Cemetery, which is the largest shantytown of its kind in the Philippines today.
When her mother disappears mysteriously one day, Nora is left alone.
With help from her best friend Jojo and the support of his kindhearted grandmother, Nora embarks on a journey riddled with
danger in order to find her mom. Along the way she also rediscovers the compassion of the human spirit, the resilience of her
community, and everlasting hope in the most unexpected places.

Author Bio:
MARIE MIRANDA CRUZ was born in the historic town of Cavite City, Philippines, a city established in the late 17th century of the
Spanish Colonial period, and spent a large portion of her childhood and teenage years living around the country. Marie moved to
the United States permanently after getting her degree in Biology and currently works as a medical technician. She always held a
deep love for children's books and writing; Everlasting Nora is her first novel.
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EVERYTHING IS MAMA
Jimmy Fallon
9781250125835

Children’s
Pre-School & Picture Books
Feiwel & Friends ǀ Rs 550 ǀ 32pp ǀ Board book ǀ Other
February 25, 2021
Jimmy Fallon, one of the most popular entertainers in the world and NBC's Tonight Show host, was on a mission with his first
children's book to have every baby's first word be DADA. And it worked! A lot of babies' first words were DADA. However,
everything after that was MAMA.
So take a lighthearted look at the world from your baby's point of view as different animals try to teach their children that there are
other words in addition to MAMA for familiar objects and activities, now available in board book.

Author Bio:

Emmy Award and Grammy Award winner Jimmy Fallon did everything in his power to ensure that his daughter's first word would be
"Dada!" Yes, he has many other projects on his plate, like hosting NBC's The Tonight Show. But he was determined that his
daughter would say "Dada!" before any other word. He worked very hard on this. Jimmy Fallon lives with his wife, Nancy, and their
daughters, Winnie Rose and Frances Cole, in New York City. Winnie's first word was "Mama!"
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FLUFFY CHICK
Rod Campbell
9781529045765

Children’s
Pre-School & Picture Books
Macmillan Children's Books ǀ Rs 450 ǀ 10pp ǀ Board book
ǀ Other
February 18, 2021
Follow Chick around the farm and meet all her animal friends: stroke the woolly lamb, feel the cow's smooth horns and then lift the
flap at the end to find out who is hiding under mother hen's wing!
This touch-and-feel springtime story from the creator of Dear Zoo is sure to delight young children, with different textures to
discover, a lift-the-flap ending and a whole host of favourite farm animals to meet, including a little chick with fluffy yellow feathers
– the perfect Easter treat.

Author Bio:
Rod Campbell has been writing and illustrating children's books for over thirty-five years. Best known for his classic lift-the-flap title
Dear Zoo, which has sold over eight million copies worldwide, he is also the creator of the much loved preschool character Buster.
Ingeniously simple, with touches of gentle humour, Rod's books are enjoyed by children, parents and teachers alike.
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HONEYBEE
Campbell Books
9781529053647

Children’s
Pre-School & Picture Books
Campbell Books ǀ Rs 399 ǀ 12pp ǀ Board book ǀ Other
February 18, 2021
Peer inside a beehive, discover how bees help flowers and find out how they make honey. At the back of the book, you’ll find things
that you can do together to help the honeybees near you.
With a fun rhyming story, simple facts and stunning illustrations from Teresa Bellón, this book will teach little ones to love the
natural world around us.
My Little Green World is a series of environmentally-themed board books for pre-schoolers, made sustainably with FSC paper and
printed with vegetable inks. Each book covers an animal that plays a key role in its ecosystem.

Author Bio:

Teresa Bellón was born in Albacete, Spain in 1987 and studied illustration in Madrid. Today, she works for national and international
clients and she has had several exhibitions. Her drawings are a touch naive, featuring reduced ranges of colours and simple
compositions. Teresa doesn’t stay at home waiting for inspiration to strike, she sets out to find it! She travels, buys illustrated
books and wanders the streets of Madrid to get ideas. She has illustrated for Quarto imprints Words & Pictures and QED. Little
Green World is her first series of books for Campbell.
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INFINITE NOISE
Lauren Shippen
9781250297532

Children’s
Juvenile Fiction
Tor Teen ǀ Rs 699 ǀ 352pp ǀ Paperback ǀ Demy
February 25, 2021

Caleb Michaels is a sixteen-year-old champion running back. Other than that his life is pretty normal. But when Caleb starts
experiencing mood swings that are out of the ordinary for even a teenager, his life moves beyond “typical.”
Caleb is an Atypical, an individual with enhanced abilities. Which sounds pretty cool except Caleb's ability is extreme empathy―he
feels the emotions of everyone around him. Being an empath in high school would be hard enough, but Caleb's life becomes even
more complicated when he keeps getting pulled into the emotional orbit of one of his classmates, Adam. Adam's feelings are big
and all-consuming, but they fit together with Caleb's feelings in a way that he can't quite understand.
Caleb's therapist, Dr. Bright, encourages Caleb to explore this connection by befriending Adam. As he and Adam grow closer, Caleb
learns more about his ability, himself, his therapist―who seems to know a lot more than she lets on―and just how dangerous being
an Atypical can be.

Author Bio:

LAUREN SHIPPEN, author of The Infinite Noise, is a writer best known for her work in fiction podcasts. She is the creator and sole
writer of the popular audio drama, The Bright Sessions. She went on to executive produce The AM Archives and co-produce
Passenger List before founding Atypical Artists, a company dedicated to audio storytelling. She wrote MARVELS, an audio
adaptation of the popular comic, released in 2019 by Marvel and Stitcher. Lauren was named one of Forbes's 2018 30 Under 30 in
Media and one of MovieMaker Magazine's and Austin Film Festival’s 25 Screenwriters to Watch. She was born in New York City and
grew up in Bronxville, New York. She currently lives in Los Angeles but travels frequently to New York.
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LADYBIRD
Campbell Books
9781529053661

Children’s
Pre-School & Picture Books
Campbell Books ǀ Rs 399 ǀ 12pp ǀ Board book ǀ Other
February 18, 2021
Look under her hard wings, peer inside her eggs and discover where ladybirds go in winter. At the back of the book, you’ll find
things that you can do together to help the ladybirds near you.
With a fun rhyming story, simple facts and stunning illustrations from Teresa Bellón, this book will teach little ones to love the
natural world around us.
My Little Green World is a series of environmentally-themed board books for pre-schoolers, made sustainably with FSC paper and
printed with soya inks. Each book covers an animal that plays a key role in its ecosystem.

Author Bio:
Teresa Bellón was born in Albacete, Spain in 1987 and studied illustration in Madrid. Today, she works for national and international
clients and she has had several exhibitions. Her drawings are a touch naive, featuring reduced ranges of colours and simple
compositions. Teresa doesn’t stay at home waiting for inspiration to strike, she sets out to find it! She travels, buys illustrated
books and wanders the streets of Madrid to get ideas. She has illustrated for Quarto imprints Words & Pictures and QED. Little
Green World is her first series of books for Campbell.
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LITTLE BUNNY'S EASTER
SURPRISE
Lily Murray
9781529048896

Children’s
Pre-School & Picture Books
Macmillan Children's Books ǀ Rs 499 ǀ 24pp ǀ Paperback ǀ
Other
February 18, 2021
There’s a rustling and a bustling,
Down in the woods today
As merry woodland animals
prepare for Easter Day...
It's Easter day and the woods are buzzing with excitement when Little Bunny sends his invitations for a scrumptious Easter picnic.
He wants the picnic to be perfect, collecting all the best things for to share with friends: fruit, toffees and delicious chocolate treats.
But – OOPS! - has this bunny made a blunder?
With flaps to lift, and eggs to search and find, this book is just right for shared reading and keeping little hands busy!
Lilly Murray's bouncy rhyming text and Julia Woolf's bright, warm illustrations make this the perfect gift for little ones to enjoy this
spring.

Author Bio:

Julia Woolf is an animation artist turned illustrator. She spent twenty years working in animation, including twelve years at
Dreamworks in the States. However, on having her daughter, the world of illustration began to beckon and a while after returning
to the UK, Julia enrolled in an MA in Children's Book Illustration at Cambridge School of Art, Anglia Ruskin University. Giraffe on a
Bicycle is her debut book, and is full of personality-packed characters, dynamic illustrations, wit and charm. Julia lives with her
family in Kent, near the countryside, seaside and woods.
Lily Murray grew up in the wilds of snowy nowhere, spending much of her time making up stories. She has continued to do this in
her adult life, and now writes both fiction and non-fiction books for children. Her titles include: Dinosaur Department Store and
Hello Hotdog, a story about escapee hot dogs.
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MATCH ME IF YOU CAN
Tiana Smith
9781250233455

Children’s
Juvenile Fiction
Square Fish ǀ Rs 699 ǀ 304pp ǀ Paperback ǀ Demy
February 25, 2021

Mia's best friend Robyn is known for her matchmaking skills, which is perfect, because homecoming is just around the corner. But
Robyn refuses to set Mia up with the guy of her dreams, which forces Mia to take matters into her own hands. She uses Robyn's
matchmaking service to make sure popular Vince Demetrius falls for her.
Vince asks her out, but Mia doesn't count on Logan, the persistent school newspaper photographer who seems to like her out of the
blue. Now she has to choose between Vince - the guy she knows is right for her - and Logan, who insists that she give him a
chance. And she needs to make sure Robyn doesn't find out that Mia's been matchmaking behind her back.
Mia has two weeks before homecoming. Can she fix the mess she made or will she have to kiss her perfect match goodbye forever?

Author Bio:
Tiana Smith is a copywriter turned novelist who grew up in Montana. When she isn’t writing, she’s chasing after her son, reading, or
binging the Disney Channel. She has double degrees in Honors and English from Westminster College but wants to go back to
school to be a lion tamer. Match Me If You Can is her debut novel.
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MY LIFE AS A YOUTUBER
Janet Tashjian
9781250233677

Children’s
Juvenile Fiction
Square Fish ǀ Rs 550 ǀ 288pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format
February 25, 2021

Derek Fallon finally found something to get excited about at school―an extracurricular class on making videos! Together with his
friends Carly, Matt, and Umberto, Derek can’t wait to create his own Youtube web series. But he soon realizes Youtube stardom is a
lot of work. On top of that, it’s time for his foster monkey Frank to go to monkey college so Derek must scramble to find a reason
for Frank to stay with his family―if only a little while longer. Can Derek solve both problems at once? What if Frank became a part
of Derek's Youtube videos?
Here's another funny and thoughtful novel in the series that centers around most every tween today’s pastime―Youtube!

Author Bio:

Janet Tashjian is a middle-grade and young adult novelist who’s been writing books for children for over two decades. Her first
novel Tru Confessions was made into a critically acclaimed Disney TV movie starring Clara Bryant and Shia LaBeouf. The Gospel
According to Larry series is a cult favorite and Fault Line is taught in many middle and high schools. Her bestselling My Life As a
Book series is illustrated by her son, Jake. They also collaborated on the Einstein the Class Hamster series.
Janet collaborated with fellow Macmillan author Laurie Keller on the chapter book series Marty Frye, Private Eye. Janet currently
lives in Los Angeles and made her new home city the setting of the Sticker Girl series, which details the adventures of Martina who
overcomes being shy with the help of her magical stickers that come to life.
Jake Tashjian is the illustrator for the My Life As a...series, including My Life As a Ninja and My Life As a YouTuber. Jake also
created and illustrated the Einstein the Class Hamster series. He collaborates on his novels with his mother, author Janet Tashjian.
He has also illustrated several books for the author P.T. Evans.
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NERDY BABIES: WEATHER
Emmy Kastner
9781250312327

Children’s
Pre-School & Picture Books
Roaring Book Press ǀ Rs 550 ǀ 22pp ǀ Board book ǀ Other
February 25, 2021

In Nerdy Babies: Weather, follow our intrepid babies into the eye of the storm. Experience sunshine, wind, rain, and other weather
patterns. Plus, learn about how we predict the weather in this simple text written in question and answer format.
With bright artwork by Emmy Kastner, Nerdy Babies is a series that the very littlest nerds will want to return to again and again.

Author Bio:
As a child you could find Emmy Kastner with some crayons or a pencil, a typewriter, or a paintbrush. When anyone would ask what
she’d like to be when she grew up, Emmy would let them know, “A writer … or everything. And I’m not waiting until I grow up.”
Emmy taught high school English and science for a handful of years in the Midwest, and then in San Francisco. After moving back to
Michigan, she co-founded literacy nonprofit Read and Write Kalamazoo in 2012, and was named Western Michigan University
Distinguished Alumna for 2018-19. She lives with her husband in Kalamazoo, Michigan, with their three young kids who keep them
on their toes. Emmy’s arts and writing studio lives above the family’s coffee shop, which makes caffeinating her days quite efficient.
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NINJA! ATTACK OF THE
CLAN
Arree Chung
9781529047813

Children’s
Pre-School & Picture Books
Macmillan Children's Books ǀ Rs 499 ǀ 40pp ǀ
Paperback ǀ Other
February 18, 2021

A ninja must be strong, courageous, silent – and, unfortunately, solitary. When Mum, Dad and little sister Cassy are too
busy to play, Ninja Maxwell must entertain himself, practicing his concealment skills and finding his own inner peace.
But when Maxwell heads to dinner, he is met with an empty room. Where could his family be – and what are they up
to?

Author Bio:

Arree Chung is a Chinese-American author and illustrator who grew up in Northern California. Chung discovered his
love for creating children's picture books, when in 2003 he took a leap from his career at Pixar to study illustration at
the Art Centre College of Design in California and he hasn't looked back since. He is the author of Mixed, which won the
Federation of Children's Books Award in the Younger Children category. Arree lives in San Francisco.
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SPAGHETTI HUNTERS
Morag Hood
9781509889853

Children’s Fiction
Pre-School & Picture Books
Two Hoots ǀ Rs 399 ǀ 32pp ǀ Paperback ǀ Other
February 4, 2021

Spaghetti Hunters is a brilliantly funny and wonderfully silly picture book, featuring a duck, a tiny horse and quest for
spaghetti, from the award-winning Morag Hood – creator of The Steves, I Am Bat.
Duck has lost his spaghetti, and Tiny Horse has a plan to save the day. But what exactly do you bring to a Spaghetti Hunt? A
spade, a fishing rod, a jar of peanut butter, cutlery and some binoculars, obviously.
Searching far and wide, Tiny Horse catches worms, a ball of string, even a snake – but no spaghetti. Disaster! Until Duck consults a
recipe book and armed with flour, eggs and a pasta maker, sets about making his own spaghetti.
This infectiously comic story encourages reading and home-cooking, teaching children about where food really comes from.

Author Bio:
Morag Hood has a unique voice. Her idiosyncratic, wry humour permeates everything she does, creating books of style and
irresistible charm. Colin and Lee, Carrot and Pea was a runner-up in The Macmillan Prize for Illustration, marking a glorious picture
book debut. Morag spent her childhood writing stories, painting, and dreaming of having a pet duck. Following a degree in Costume
Design from Wimbledon College of Art, and an MA in Children's Book Illustration from the Cambridge School of Art, Morag returned
to live in her native Edinburgh with her husband. She still likes making stories, printing, cutting and sticking, and freshly sharpened
pencils. Her self-authored books include Colin and Lee, Carrot and Pea, When Grandad was a Penguin, I Am Bat, The Steves ,
Aalfred and Aalbert and Brenda is a Sheep, and she is also the author of Sophie Johnson: Unicorn Expert, illustrated by Ella Okstad.
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TALES FROM ACORN WOOD
MAKE AND DO
Julia Donaldson
9781529046403

Children’s
Pre-School & Picture Books
Macmillan Children's Books ǀ Rs 399 ǀ 32pp ǀ Paperback ǀ
Other
February 18, 2021

Welcome to Acorn Wood! Come and meet Bear, Fox, Rabbit, Pig and all their friends in this fun craft book. Make your own woodland
animal masks, create a fun hide-and-seek cup and ball game, and find out how to turn wooden spoons into brilliant animal puppets!
Based on the bestselling lift-the-flap Tales from Acorn Wood stories by Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler, creators of The Gruffalo.

Author Bio:

Julia Donaldson has written some of the world's best-loved children's books, including modern classics The Gruffalo and The
Gruffalo's Child, which together have sold over 17 million copies worldwide, and the hugely successful What the Ladybird Heard
adventures. Julia also writes fiction, including the Princess Mirror-Belle books illustrated by Lydia Monks, as well as poems, plays
and songs – and her brilliant live shows are always in demand. She was the UK Children’s Laureate 2011-13 and has been
honoured with a CBE for Services to Literature. Julia and her husband Malcolm divide their time between West Sussex and
Edinburgh.
Axel Scheffler is a star illustrator whose instantly recognizable, warm and witty illustrations have achieved worldwide acclaim and
numerous awards. Axel is the illustrator of some of the world's best-loved picture books, including modern classics The Gruffalo and
The Gruffalo's Child. In addition to his picture books, Axel illustrates wonderful novelty and gift books for Macmillan, such as the
bestselling The Bedtime Bear, The Tickle Book and Mother Goose's Nursery Rhymes. He is also the illustrator of the popular Pip and
Posy series. Born in Hamburg, Axel now lives with his family in London.
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THE KINGFISHER SPACE
ENCYCLOPEDIA
Dr. Mike Goldsmith
9780753446188

Children’s
Juvenile Non-Fiction
Kingfisher ǀ Rs 699 ǀ 160pp ǀ Paperback ǀ Other
February 4, 2021

Arranged thematically into key areas, the concise text is clear, accurate, and perfectly pitched, making this an unbeatable resource
for home and school. This comprehensive guide includes the launch of the James Webb Telescope, the reusable Falcon 9 and
NASA's advance space suit design. Plus, a glossary and index are included along with a list of websites for further learning.

Author Bio:
Dr Mike Goldsmith studied the philosophy of time and space at Keele University, UK, where he also obtained his PhD in
astrophysics. He was formerly the head of Acoustics at the UK's National Physical Laboratory and is now an author of non-fiction
books for children, including the Kingfisher Space Encyclopaedia.
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THE REMARKABLE JOURNEY OF
COYOTE SUNRISE
Dan Gemeinhart
9781250233615

Children’s
Juvenile Fiction
Square Fish ǀ Rs 650 ǀ 352pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format
February 25, 2021

Five years.
That's how long Coyote and her dad, Rodeo, have lived on the road in an old school bus, criss-crossing the nation.
It's also how long ago Coyote lost her mom and two sisters in a car crash.
Coyote hasn’t been home in all that time, but when she learns that the park in her old neighborhood is being demolished―the very
same park where she, her mom, and her sisters buried a treasured memory box―she devises an elaborate plan to get her dad to
drive 3,600 miles back to Washington state in four days...without him realizing it.
Along the way, they'll pick up a strange crew of misfit travelers. Lester has a lady love to meet. Salvador and his mom are looking
to start over. Val needs a safe place to be herself. And then there's Gladys...
Over the course of thousands of miles, Coyote will learn that going home can sometimes be the hardest journey of all...but that
with friends by her side, she just might be able to turn her “once upon a time” into a “happily ever after.”

Author Bio:

Dan Gemeinhart is a former elentary-school teacher-librarian and lifelong book nerd. He lives with his wife and three daughters in a
small town in Washington State. He's the author of some other books, too: The Honest Truth, Some Kind of Courage, Scar Island,
and Good Dog. If he ever meets you, he'd love to talk about books with you.
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THE STORY COLLECTOR
Kristin O'Donnell Tubb
9781250211446

Children’s
Juvenile Fiction
Square Fish ǀ Rs 550 ǀ 272pp ǀ Paperback ǀ Royal
February 25, 2021

Eleven-year-old Viviani Fedeler has spent her whole life in the New York Public Library. She knows every room by heart, except the
ones her father keeps locked. When Viviani becomes convinced that the library is haunted, new girl Merit Mubarak makes fun of
her. So Viviani decides to play a harmless little prank, roping her older brothers and best friend Eva to help out.
But what begins as a joke quickly gets out of hand, and soon Viviani and her friends have to solve two big mysteries: Is the Library
truly haunted? And what happened to the expensive new stamp collection? It's up to Viviani, Eva, and Merit (reluctantly) to find
out.

Author Bio:

Kristin O'Donnell Tubb is the author of Autumn Winifred Oliver Does Things Different, Selling Hope, and The 13th Sign. She lives in
Tennessee with her family.
IACOPO BRUNO is a graphic artist and illustrator who lives in Italy. He illustrated James Preller's Home Sweet Horror, I Scream, You
Scream!, Good Night, Zombie, and Nightmareland.
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THE THIRTEENTH FAIRY
Melissa de la Cruz
9781529022759

Children’s
Juvenile Fiction
Macmillan Children's Books ǀ Rs 450 ǀ 352pp ǀ
Paperback ǀ B Format
February 18, 2021

Nothing exciting ever happens in Filomena Jefferson-Cho’s small town. Until the day Jack Stalker, one of the heroes from her alltime favourite books, the Never After series, turns up. She must be dreaming!
But Jack insists that he’s real, the stories are real, and she must come with him at once. Filomena is thrust into a world of fairies,
sorcerers, dragons and slayers, where an evil queen is determined to wipe out the fairy tribes. To save the kingdom, Filomena and
her new friends must find the truth behind the tale of the Thirteenth Fairy before it’s too late.

Author Bio:

Melissa de la Cruz is the New York Times number one bestselling author of many critically acclaimed and award-winning novels for
readers of all ages. Her novel The Isle of the Lost, the prequel to the Disney Channel movie, The Descendants, spent fifteen weeks
on the NYT bestseller list at number 1 and has over 1 million copies in print. She has written two sequels and a novel for Marvel.
Melissa grew up in Manila and now lives in Hollywood, USA.
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ULTIMATE GAMER:
CAREER MODE
Craig Steele
9780753445976

Children’s
Juvenile Non-Fiction
Kingfisher ǀ Rs 450 ǀ 96pp ǀ Paperback ǀ Other
February 11, 2021

Written by Craig Steele – who has led gaming workshops at Resonate and Insomnia – and illustrated by Berat Pekmezci, this book
will give you the low-down on the coolest jobs in the gaming industry.
Learn how to storyboard, code and test games, just like your favourite devs, or boost your Twitch subs by learning how to go pro.
Think you have the skills to compete in eSports tournaments, or do you need some tips on getting good? This book will give you the
know-how on making it big in all areas of the gaming industry!

Author Bio:

Craig Steele is a specialist in Computing Science education. He is a Project Manager for CoderDojo Scotland, which runs free coding
clubs for young people. He also runs hands-on workshops at big gaming events including Resonate and Insomnia, as well as sitting
on the judging panel for BAFTA's Young Games Designers Awards. He is the author of Ultimate Gamer: Career Mode and Coder In
Training.
Berat Pekmezci grew up and studied graphic arts in Istanbul. He then worked as an Art Director in advertising agencies for several
years before becoming a freelance illustrator. Berat illustrates posters, book covers, and editorial illustrations. Beside that, his true
passion is sequential art. Berat lives with his wife and cat in London and, when he is not illustrating, he spends his time reading
comic books and collecting football jerseys.
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WORTH A THOUSAND WORDS
Brigit Young
9781250308757

Children’s
Juvenile Fiction
Square Fish ǀ Rs 575 ǀ 304pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format
February 25, 2021

Ever since a car accident left Tillie Green with lasting painful injuries, she's hidden behind her camera. She watches her family and
classmates through the lens, tracking down misplaced items and spotting the small details that tell a much bigger story than people
usually see. But she isn’t prepared for class clown Jake Hausmann’s request: to find his father.
In a matter of days, Tillie goes from silent observer to one half of a detective duo, searching for clues to the mystery of Jake’s dad’s
disappearance. When the truth isn’t what Jake wants it to be, and the photographs start exposing people’s secrets, Tillie has to
decide what―and who―is truly important to her.

Author Bio:

Brigit Young lives in NYC with her husband and daughter. Worth a Thousand Words is her first book.
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YOU LIVE WHERE?
John Hay
9781529026283

Children’s Fiction
Pre-School & Picture Books
Macmillan Children's Books ǀ Rs 499 ǀ 32pp ǀ Paperback ǀ
Other
February 4, 2021

Little Snoring. Scratchy Bottom. Nowhere. Nowhere Else. You Live Where?!
It's the first day of the holiday and down by the pool the birds are getting to know each other.
But as they soon discover, they all have one thing in common . . . they come from the places with the funniest names.
A hilarious story, featuring a whole range of unbelievably silly real place names. With illustrations from the artist behind the
bestselling Dinosaur that Pooped series.

Author Bio:
John Hay is a debut picture book author who loves funny stories. He first started making them up when his son was small and
although his son is now grown up, John still tries to make him laugh. John lives in London with his wife and two bad cats.
Garry Parsons is an award-winning illustrator of books for children, including the bestselling The Dinosaur That Pooped series.
Garry’s illustrations have accompanied the words of many prestigious picture-book authors, including Kes Gray, Ian Whybrow and
Peter Bently. Garry lives in London with his young family and old dog.
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